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A numerical algorithm and computer program are presented for solving the laminar,
transitional, or turbulent two-dimensional or axisymmetrie compressible boundary-layer
equations for perfect-gas flows. The governing equations are solved by an iterative
three-point implicit finite-difference procedure. The software, program VGBLP, is a
modification of the approach presented in NASA TR R-368 and NASA TM X-2458,
respectively. The major modifications are: (I) replacement of the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta integration technique with a finite-difference procedure for numerically
solving the equations required to initiate the parabolic marching procedure;
(2) introduction of the Blottner variable-grid scheme; (3) implementation of an
iteration scheme allowing the coupled system of equations to be converged to a speci-
fied accuracy level; and (4) inclusion of an iteration scheme for variable-entropy
calculations. These modifications to the approach presented in NASA TR R-368 and
NASA TM X-2458 yield a software package with high computational efficiency and flexi-
bility. Turbulence-closure options include either two-layer eddy-viscosity or
mixing-length models. Eddy conductivity is modeled as a function of eddy viscosity
through a static turbulent Prandtl number formulation. Several options are provided
for specifying the static turbulent Prandtl number. The transitional boundary layer
is treated through a streamwise intermittency function which modifies the turbulence-
closure model. This model is based on the probability distribution of turbulent
spots and ranges from zero to unity for laminar and turbulent flow, respectively.
Several test cases are presented as guides for potential users of the software.
INTRODUCTION
A number of finite-difference and integral methods are currently available for
numerically solving the two-dimensional, or axisymmetric, compressible boundary-layer
equations. No attempt is made in the present paper to present a literature review of
either solution techniques (ref. i) or turbulence closure (ref. 2). Reference 2
includes a tabular summary of 34 additional two-dimensional programs available as of
1975. The purpose of the present paper is to present modifications of the algorithm
and software presented in references 3 and 4 that render the approach more accurate,
more efficient, and easier to implement.
In the present approach, a coupled, iterative implicit finite-difference proce-
dure, similar in many respects to that presented in references 5 and 6 for laminar
flows, is used to solve the system of equations for laminar, transitional, or turbu-
lent boundary-layer flows. The major modifications presented in the present approach
as compared with references 3 and 4 are as follows: (i) replacement of the fourth-
order Runge-Kutta integration technique used in reference 4 with a finite-difference
procedure for numerically solving the equations required to initiate the parabolic
marching procedure; (2) introduction of the variable-grid scheme proposed by Blottner
in reference 7; (3) implementation of an iteration scheme allowing the coupled system
of equations to be converged to a specified accuracy level; and (4) implementation of
an iteration scheme for variable-entropy calculations. For most applications, because
of the quasilinearization technique, the iteration cycle for constant-entropy calcula-
tions can be omitted if a sufficiently fine grid distribution is chosen for the coor-
dinate normal to the wall boundary. (See ref. 8.) The present program can be easily
applied to any attached, compressible, perfect-gas (two-dimensional or axisymmetric),
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boundary-layer flow. Transverse-curvature terms are retained in the system of equa-
tions with the option of being neglected if the user so desires. The program is also
structured to allow the user the option of obtaining locally similar solutions.
Options are provided for either two-layer eddy-viscosity or mixing-length
turbulence-closure models. No attempt has been made to generalize the closure models
to empirically include the effects of streamwise pressure gradient, wall curvature,
wall roughness, wall mass transfer, and low Reynolds number. (See ref. 2.) The
models are structured in subroutine TURBLNT such that the user can easily modify the
formulation to best represent the specific type of flow under investigation. The
static turbulent Prandtl number can be specified in one of three ways: (i) as a
constant; (2) as an analytic function of the coordinate normal to the wall boundary;
or (3) as tabular input from experimental data.
The transitional region of the boundary layer is modeled through the streamwise
intermittency function (ref. 9), which modifies the turbulence-closure model.
Boundary-layer transition location and the extent of the transition (length of transi-
tion region) can either be specified from experimental data or computed from empirical
correlation equations. The laminar boundary-layer equations are recovered by equating
the streamwise intermittency function to zero.
Five test cases are presented in the present paper. These cases cover external
and internal flows, including flows with wall mass transfer, transverse-curvature,
and variable-entropy effects. The cases are designed to serve as guides for assisting
potential users as they become familiar with program VGBLP prior to applying the pro-
gram to their specific problems.
SYMBOLS
A damping function, 26_/u T
A + damping constant, AUT/_
Aln,Bln,Cln,Dln]
EIn,FIn,GI n J




coefficients in difference equation (45b) and defined by
equations (B4)
a speed of sound
al,a2,a3,a 4 coefficients in molecular viscosity relations (see eqs. (7))
Cf skin-friction coefficient
Cp specific heat at constant pr@s_re=
m damping term (eq' (17a))




























OF POOR QUALITYheat-transfer coefficient
index used in grid-point notation (see eq. (41))
geometric progression constant, ANi+I/AN i
thermal conductivity
eddy conductivity (see eq. (2c))
constant in eddy-viscosity model (see eq. (16a))
constant in eddy-viscosity model (see eq. (16b))
constant in intermittency function (see eq. (17c))
constant in intermittency function (see eq. (17c))
constant in mixing-length model (see eq. (20b))
reference length
defined in equation (30)
mixing length (see eq. (20a))
Mach number
grid-point index in S-direction
number of grid points normal to wall boundary
reference number of grid points normal to wall boundary (see eq. (42))
Prandtl number, cpD/kl
static turbulent Prandtl number (see eqs. (3))
unit Reynolds number, Ue/V e
reference Reynolds number, PrUrLr/_Jr
Reynolds number based on s, UeS/V e
Reynolds number at transition, UeSt,i/_ e
Reynolds number based on displacement thickness, Ue6*/_ e
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness, Ue0/_ e




n grid-point index in Y-direction (see fig. i)






















,Q(3) defined in equations (50)
heat-transfer rate
body axis system with origin at stagnation point, where Z is positive
downstream and R is positive radially outward (see fig. 2)
gas constant (see eq. (6))
radial body coordinate measured normal to Z-axis (see fig. 2)
body radius (see fig. 2)
radial coordinate of shock wave {see fig. 2)
orthogonal boundary-layer coordinate system with origin at stagnation
point, where S lies along the body surface and is positive downstream
and Y is normal to the body surface and positive outward (see fig. 2)
boundary-layer coordinate along S-axis (see fig. 2)
end of transition (see fig. 2)
beginning of transition (see fig. 2)
static temperature
transverse-curvature term (see eqs. (23)
velocity component in S-direction (fig. 2)
friction velocity, _w/P
transformed normal-velocity component (see eq. (26))
velocity component in Y-direction :
velocity component, v + p'v_
P
velocity component, v N_Rer r
X1,X2,...,X 5 functions of grid-point distribution (see eqs. (A4) to (A8))
YI,Y2,...,Y 6 functions of grid-point distributions (see eqs. (AI2) to (AI7))
y boundary-layer coordinate along Y-axis (see fig. 2)























match point for two-layer eddy-viscosity model
axial body coordinate (see fig. 2)
defined in equation (30)
defined in equation (30)
streamwise intermittency distribution (see eq. (38))
ratio of specific heats
transverse intermittency distribution (see eq. (17c))
grid-point spacing, physical plane
transition extent, st, f - st, i
grid-point spacing, transformed plane (see fig. i)
defined in equation (50g)
boundary-layer thickness
displacement thickness
Lincompressible displacement thickness, (i - F) dy
U'V I
eddy viscosity, -P Du/_y
defined in equation (5a)
defined in equation (5b)
static-temperature ratio, T/T e
momentum thickness
shock-wave angle (see fig. 2)
defined in equation (40)
molecular viscosity
kinematic viscosity, _/p
transformed boundary-layer coordinates (see fig. 1 and eqs. (22))























local surface angle (see fig. 2)
y2f u 
vorticity Reynolds number, _-_y/
maximum value of (X)m+ 1
adiabatic wall
based on boundary-layer edge conditions
inner region of turbulent layer
mesh point in g-direction (see fig. i)
maximum value
mesh point in _-direction (see fig. i)









flow index; j = 0 for planar flow, j = 1 for axisymmetric flow
An asterisk ( )* on a symbol denotes a dimensional quantity.
A prime on a symbol denotes a fluctuating component.
A bar over a symbol denotes the time average value.
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Figure 2.- Coordinate system and notation.
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This section presents the governing equations for compressible laminar, transi-
tional, or turbulent boundary-layer flows together with the required boundary condi-
tions. It should be noted that the system of equations can be found in numerous
references (e.g., see refs. 2 and 3); however, for completeness, the equation set is
presented in order to allow the user to modify the software if required. The alge-
braic turbulence closure, transition location and extent, and transitional-flow-
structure models are presented and briefly discussed; however, the reader interested
in a detailed discussion of these models is referred to references 2, 3, and 8.
Basic Partial Differential Equations
Dimensional governing equations.- The mean turbulent boundary-layer equations can
be written as follows:
Continuity




, v. - 1dp* + 1 $ .j . Su* p*u*v* (ib)ds* r. j _y* _y*
Energy
< I + [*+ v* + --_-- (c_T* = u* dP___* 1 _ *J k£ ads* r.j _y* c* _y.(C
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The mean turbulent equations are identical to those for laminar flow with the excep-
tion of the correlations of turbulent fluctuating quantities. These correlations must
be related to the mean flow in order to obtain a closed system of equations. In the
i! w!
present analysis, the apparent mass-flux term @*v*, the apparent stress term p*u*v*
!!
(Reynolds stress), and the apparent heat-flux term c_p*v*T* are modeled or repre-
sented by a new velocity component v*, an eddy viscosity E*, and an eddy conduc-





















Npr, t v'T* \_u*/ay*)
(3a)






In terms of equations (2) and (3), the governing differential equations can be
written as follows:
Continuity
a (r.Jp.u.) + _y_-_(r*Jp*v *) : 0as*
(4a)
Momentum
p./U aU* _. aU*_ dp*
r* j 5y* _--_/
(4b)
Energy
[u _ ic*T*] =u, dp--+_pu*'_2
+ r* J 3y* dy p _J
(4c)
The terms £* and
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g* appearing in equations (4) are defined as follows:
( ) (5a)
_* D*0 6" Npr )- + D. FNpr Npr, t
(5b)
The function F appearing in equations (5) represents the streamwise intermittency
distribution for the transitional-flow region. The F distribution assumes a value
of zero for laminar flows, a value of unity for fully turbulent flows, and a range
of 0 to 1 for the transitional region of flow. The variation of F in the transi-
tional region depends upon the statistical growth and distribution of turbulent
spots. The model used to represent F is discussed in a subsequent section of the
present paper.
The system of equations is closed by the addition of the perfect-gas law and a
viscosity-temperature relation. The perfect-gas law is written as
p* = p*R*T*
g (6)




(i) the Sutherland law
• (7a)
T* + a 2
and (2) the power law
_* : a* (T*) a4
3 (7b)
The pressure-gradient term in equations (4) is replaced by the Bernoulli
relation
du*
dp* _ P'u* e
ds* e e ds* (8)
for constant entropy flows; however, for variable entropy flows the value of dp*/ds*
is explicitly retained in the equation system.
The equations are rewritten in nondimensional form where the nondimensionai














where all dimensional lengths are nondimensionalized by a reference length L* The
r"
reference values of density and velocity are taken to be those of the free stream, the
2*/ .
reference temperature is taken to be u r /Cp, and the reference viscosity is the
viscosity obtained from either equation (7a) or (7b) evaluated at the reference
temperature.
Nondimensional governing equations.- The nondimensional equations are as
follows:
Continuity
_s_(rJpu) + _ (rjpv+)~ : 0 (I0)
Momentum
( v+PU_s + =--- ds rj _ (ii)
Energy










v + = v N_Re,r
a 2 = a*/T*g r
(15)
Turbulence closure.- Algebraic models are used to close the system of equations.
Two options are provided: (i) a two-layer eddy-viscosity model (KODVIS = 2), and
(2) a mixing-length model (KODVIS = i).
Two-layer model
The equations describing the two-layer model are as follows (see ref. 8):
_'_(klY*D) "_-_
= _%- k2u e (61n c)
(0 S y* _ y_) (16a)
(Ym < y*) (16b)
where
D = 1 - exp(-y*/A*) (17a)








1 - erf[k3(_ - k4) 1
(17c)
The boundary-layer thickness 6 in equation (17c) is defined as the distance normal
to the wall boundary where u/u e = 0.995. The empirical constants k I to k 4 are
assigned values of 0.4, 0.0168, 5.0, and 0.78, respectively.
* is defined from theThe location of the boundary separating the two layers Ym
continuity of eddy viscosity; that is, where
i o (18)
Mixing-length model
A mixing-length option (KODVIS = i) is provided for those interested in utilizing
experimental mixing-length data. The eddy-viscosity distribution across the boundary
layer can be written as follows:
C _ D* _,2 _u*
(19)
where the mixing length _* can be expressed as
(20a)
/__\
 o mu at o.prov  e   rout ne followsas (see
ref. i0) : \o/
f(_) = k5 tan h (k_ _ ) (20b)
where k 5 is assigned the value of 0.108. It should be noted that the assigned





The eddy conductivity (eq. (2c)) is modeled as a static turbulent Prandtl number
(eq. (3a)). Three options are provided in subroutines TURBLNT for Npr,t: (i) a
constant, for example Npr,t = 0.95 (KODPRT = i); (2) the Rotta (ref. Ii)
distribution (KODPRT = 2)
< 11Npr, t -- 2 - (21)
i,,\
and (3) a distribution Npr,t = g[_) specified in tabular form from experimental data
%--I
(KODPRT = 3).
Transformed plane.- The system of governing equations is singular at s = 0.
The Probstein-Elliott (ref. 12) and Levy-Lees (ref. 13) transformation is used to
remove this singularity as well as to reduce the growth of the boundary layer as the
solution proceeds downstream. This transformation can be written as follows:
f0 s 2j(s) = PeUeIJer °
ds (22a)
r](s,y) - PeUer°3
L tJ(_) d_ (22b)






or, in terms of the y-coordinate, as
t = 1 + Y--Y-cos _ (23b)
r
0
The relation between derivatives in the stretched physical (s,y) and transformed (_,Q)







Two parameters F and Q are introduced and defined as




together with a transformed normal velocity
V = 2_ pVr3ot
PeUe_er2 j + --_--j
(26)
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By using the viscosity relations (eqs. (14)) and the equation of state (eq. (13)), the





= (G) a4-1 (31b)
The transverse-curvature term can be written in terms of the transformed vari-
ables as
t +2 cosod )lJ2PeUoro J ,r (32)
The physical coordinate normal to the wall is obtained from the inverse transforma-
tion; namely,
y
r° _ Ii 2_ c°s _ _OT] T]II/21cos @ 1 + + . Q d
(33)











F(_,O e) = i I




The boundary condition at the wall for the transformed V component can be related to





Transition location.- Because of the large parameter space influencing transition
to turbulence (refs. 14 to 17), it is not possible to predict with assurance the loca-
tion of transition for general flows. However, for certain classes of geometry
(e.g., flat plate, cone, etc.), empirical correlations are available. These empirical
correlations can be used with confidence provided one realizes that a probable range
of transition locations is being predicted. In program VGBLP either the transition
location (SST) or the stability index at transition (SMXTR; see ref. 8) must be
specified; however, any correlation can be directly incorporated into the program.
Transition extent.- The assumption of a universal intermittency distribution
implies that the transition-zone length (transition extent) can be expressed as a
function of the Reynolds number at transition UeSt,i/V e. In reference 9 it is shown,
for the transition data considered, that the data are represented on the average by
the equation
;( )08NRe, Ast 5 NRe, st, i (36)
U e
where NRe,Ast = _7(st,f - st,i). The location of the end of transition
then be obtained directly from equation (36) as follows:
st f can
l( )08st, f = st, i + 5NRe NRe,st,i (37)
where NRe is the local unit Reynolds number, Ue/_ e.
In program VGBLP the extent of the transition region (st, f - st, i ) can be
specified in one of two ways: (i) from equation (37) (KTCOD = I); or (2) from the
specification of st,f/st, i obtained from experimental data (KTCOD : 2). It should
be noted that the program can be easily modified to include any desired correlation
or equation in place of equation (37).
17
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Transition-flow structure.- The parameter F (eqs. (5)) is the streamwise inter-
mittency function which models the turbulent spot distribution in the transitional
region. The parameter is a function of the s-coordinate only and is defined (see
ref. 9) as follows:
r([) = 1 - exp(-0.412_ 2) (38)
where
and
_ s - st, i (39)
I : (s)F:3- (s)F:I (40)
4 4
It should be noted that F = 0 for laminar flow, F = 1 for fully turbulent
flow, and F ranges from O to 1 for the trAnsitionaiZflow region. Equations (27)




The system of governing equations (eqs. (27) to (29)) is parabolic and, therefore,
can be numerically integrated by a marching procedure: in the streamwise direction. In
order to cast the equations into a form in which t_e=marching procedure can be impie'
mented, the derivatives with respect to _ and _ are replaced by finite-difference
quotients. The method of linearization and solution used in the analysis closely
parallels that of references 5 and 6.
]
Finite-Difference Mesh
Because of the magnitude and variation of the gradients of the dependent variables
(_F/_y; _O/_y) near the wall boundary for turbulent flow, it is computationally
inefficient to use equally spaced mesh points in the y-coordinate. This problem can
be alleviated by selecting a variable mesh-point distribution such that A_i+i/An i > 1
where the distribution in the wall region is chosen sufficiently small to resolve all
gradients. One approach to grid specification is to use a geometric progression
An i = (k) i-I Anl (i = 2, 3, 4 ..... N) (41)
where k is defined as the geometric progression constant Ani+I/AU i. A schematic of
such a grid is presented (not to scale) in figure I.
Blottner (ref. 7) introduced a variable-grid scheme that is more computationally
efficient than the differencing scheme and mesh distribution used in references 3
and 4. The Blottner variable-grid scheme (ref. 7) and the Cebeci-Keller box scheme
18
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(ref. 18) appear to be two of the most promising schemes currently available in the
literature for solving the boundary-layer equations. The Cebeci-Keller box scheme,
although efficient for two-dimensional flow, yields block-tridiagonal matrices and
requires greater computational effort than the simple-tridiagonal matrices of the
Blottner variable-grid scheme. Blottner has shown (ref. 7) that the variable-grid
scheme is as accurate as the box scheme for the two-dimensional boundary-layer equa-
tions and, furthermore, that large values of the geometric progression constant can be
used for the normal mesh-point distribution, provided the variable grid is interpreted
as a coordinate transformation. In reference 8 it was shown that k values on the
order of 1.04 could be used for turbulent flows. In reference 19 it was shown that an
accuracy requirement on Yw of 1 percent required approximately 220 mesh points
normal to the wall with k _ 1.04. In order to increase the computational efficiency
of such schemes one can reduce the nttmber of mesh points while simultaneously increas-
ing the value of k; however, this approach generally results in unacceptable levels
of accuracy. Blottner (ref. 7) demonstrated that with the variable-grid scheme satis-
factory results could be obtained with approximately 20 mesh points for k = 1.82.
Vatsa and Goglia (ref. 20), using the method of reference 4, showed that the variable-
grid scheme proposed by Blottner (ref. 7) could reduce the number of grid points from
approximately 201 to 61 for a specified 1-percent accuracy in wall shear stress. They
also showed that for most applications one could obtain reasonably accurate solutions
for turbulent boundary layers with as few as 25 to 30 mesh points, as compared to
approximately 200 mesh points for the method of reference 3.





where k is now defined as the conventional geometric progression constant for N o
mesh points normal to the wall. Using equation (41), one obtains
k i-I - I>: (43)




H i = n e No- I
(k_) - 1
(44)
Two options are provided in program VGBLP: (i) specify Dmax' N, and k
(IGEOM = i); or (2) specify nma x, N, and An I (IGEOM = 2). Of these two options,
it is recommended that the user select the first option (IGEOM = i) where the value
of k is computed from equation (42) for specified values of k and NO . Typical
values for k and N O are 1.5 and 25, respectively, for N _ 41. (See ref. 20.)
It is obvious that the larger the selected value of N and the smaller the value
19
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of k - 1 (k k i), the more accurate the solution. Since program VGBLP is very effi-
cient in terms of computer resources, it is suggested that potential users of the
program perform a series of numerical experiments over a range of k and N values
in order to gain experience with the procedure. If the second option (IGEOM = 2) is
selected (specify nmax , N, and Aql), the user is cautioned to exercise care in
selecting the number of grid points. If transitional or turbulent flow occurs in a
given problem, the laminar region of the boundary layer is calculated with the value
of k used for the turbulent region; that is, for a given solution, k is invariant.
Difference Equations
Three-point implicit difference relations (see appendices A and B) are used to
reduce the transformed momentum and energy equations (eqs. (28) and (29), respectively)
to finite-difference form. The difference quotients produce linear difference equa-
tions when substituted into the momentum and energy equations provided truncation
terms of the order A_m_ I A_m and ADn_ I Aq n are neglected. (It should be noted
that the truncation term for _2F/_2 is of the order (£0n_ 1 - Ann).) The resulting




+ BlnFm+l, n ClnFm+l,n+ 1 + DlnQm+l,n_ 1
+ Eln@m+l, + FlnOm+ 1 = G1n ,n+l n (45a)
Energy equation
A2nFm+l,n_ 1 + B2nFm+l, n + C2nFm+l,n+ 1 + D2n0m+l,n_ 1
+ : G2 n+ E2n@m+l, n F2nQm+l, n+ I (45b)
The coefficients A1 n, B1 n, ..., G1 n and A2 n, B2 n, .... G2 n (see appendix B) are
functions of known quantities at stations m and m-l. It is important to note that
equations (45) are coupled through the dependent variables F and 0; however, the
dependent variable V does not appear explicitly as an unknown at station m+l. The
variable V is uncoupled from the system because of the particular way that the non-
DE _Q
linear terms V _ and V _ are linearized. (See eq. (A23).)
Solution of Difference Equations
The system of difference equations (eqs. (45)) represents a set of 2(N - i)
linear algebraic equations for 2(N - i) unknowns. The boundary conditions to be
used with the difference equations are specified in equations (34). The 2(N - i)
linear algebraic equations may be written in tridiagonal matrix form; consequently,




The simultaneous or coupled-solution technique is presented in appendix B of
reference 5; however, because of differences between the present work and that pre-
sented in reference 5, the solution technique is discussed here in some detail.
Because of the special form of equations (45), the following relations exist
(see ref. 21):
_(i) _(2)
Fm+l,n-i : _m+l,n-I + _m+l,n-iFm+l,n
(I) _(2)




+ _m+l, n_lOm+l, n
(46a)
(46b)
Next, equations (46) are substituted into equations (45) to obtain the following
relations:
B *
im+l, nFm+l, n + EI*+_m ±,n0m+l,n = GI_+I, n - Clm+l,nFm+l,n+l
- Flm+l,n0m+l,n+ 1 (47a)
where
and
B2*+. + E2m+ 1 = G2m+l, - ,m ±,nFm+l,n ,n0m+l,n n C2m+l,nFm+l n+l
- F2m+l,n0m+l,n+ 1
* _(2) + _(2)
Blm+l, n = Blm+l, n + Alm+l,nSm+l,n_ 1 Dlm+l,n_m+l,n-i
. : + p(3) + _(3)
Elm+l,n Elm+l,n Alm+l,n m+l,n-i Dlm+l,ngm+l,n-I
_(i) _(i)
Glm+l, n : Glm+l, n - Alm+l,nl_m+l,n_l - Dlm+l,n_m+l,n_ 1
= B2 + p(2) + _(2)
B2_+l,n m+l,n A2m+l,n m+l,n-I D2m+l,n_m+l,n-I
. = + p(3) _(3)
E2m+l,n E2m+l,n A2m+l,n m+l,n-I + D2m+l,n_m+l,n-I
, _(i) _(i)
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Fm+l,n m+l,n m+l,nFm+l,n+l + _(3): Fm+l,nGm+l,n+ 1 (49a)
_(i) + _(2) _(3)
0m+l,n = _m+l,n Qm+l,nFm+l,n+l + _m+l,nQm+l,n+l (49b)
p(1) : (E2m+ 1 GI*+_ A*m+l,n ,n m ±,n - Elm+l,nG2m+l,n) m+l,n (50a)
(2) 1 *%+l,n = -   m+l,n lm+l,n)m+l,n (SOb)
= * -- * A*p(3)m+l,n (Elm+l,nF2m+l,n E2m+l,nFlm+l,n) m+l,n
G * A*
_m+l-(1),n : (Bl_+l,nG2m+l,n - B2m+l,n im+l,n) m+l,n






_(3) : (B2m+l, * A*n) m+l,_m+l,n nFlm+l,n - Blm+l,nF2m+l, n (50f)
A* . 1
= . . . (50g)
m+l.n (Blm+l,nE2m+l, n _ B2m+l,nElm+l,n )
Next, equations (46) are rewritten as follows (where n = n + i):
_(i) + _(2) + p(3)
Fm+l,n = Fm+l,n Fm+l,nFm+l,n+l m+l,nOm+l,n+l (51a)
_(i) + _(2) _(3)
0m+l,n = _m+l,n _m+l,nFm+l,n+l + _m+l,n0m+l,n+l (51b)
The "no-slip" boundary condition (Fm+l, 1 = 0) is applied at the wall boundary to
(i) where i = I, 2 3; that is
obtain the values of Pm+l,l ' '
p(1) : p(2) _(3)
m+l,l m+l,l = Pm+l,l = 0 (52)
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The thermal condition at the wall boundary can be specified in one of two ways:
(i) specified wall-temperature distribution (KODWAL = i); or (2) specified heat-
transfer distribution (KODWAL : 2). For a specified wall-temperature distribution it







The case in which a heat-transfer distribution is specified presents a somewhat more
difficult problem; however, this class of flows is often of interest; for example•
adiabatic flows where q* = 0.
w
The heat transfer at the wall boundary can be written in the transformed plane
as follows (see ref. 3):
()e _0
qm+l*, 1 =- -- _ / Zm+l,l _ m+i,l
Lr \ Npr m+l ,N
(54)
Then, for a specified value of *qm+l,l'
as follows:
the gradient of 0 can be obtained directly
/_Q_ . Lr I
_]_ m+l i : -qm+l,l . .2 C------ ' _ m+l,l
' HrU r qNRe, r <PeUeTeHer_/m+l ,N
For the grid-point spacing used in program VGBLP, the gradient of
the wall, by using a three-point relation• is as follows:
Q evaluated at
(55)
(i + k)_0m+ I + (i + k)2Qm+ I
,i •2
k(l + k)A_ 1
- 0m+l, 3
(56)
Equations (55) and (56) then yield the following expression for 0m+l,l:
k(l + I)AD I (_) (i + k) 2 I
Qm+l,l 1 - (i + k) 2 m+l,l 1 - (I + k) 2 Qm+l,2 + 1 - (i + k) 2 0m+l'3 (57)
where
at the
/_[_) is evaluated from equation (55). Equations (45)are next written
\c,_llm+l, 1
and 0 where
m+l,2 point to obtain two equations in terms of Fm+ 1 m+ln n
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n = i, 2, 3. (Note that Fm+l,1 = 0.) The quantity Fm+l, 3 is then eliminated from
these two equations to obtain one equation in terms of Fm+l, 2 and 0m+l, n where
n = i, 2, 3. The quantity Qm+l,3 is next eliminated through use of equation (57)
to obtain the relation
=(i) 7(2) + =(3)




(20)[(C2) (G1) - (C1)(G2)_m+l,2 + [(C2)(F1) - (C1)(F2)]m+1,2[k(1 + k)AO 0 -_ m+l,1
Am+i,2












Am+i_,2 : {[(C2)(D1) - (Cl)(D2)_ + [(C2)(F1) - (C1)(_2)_[1- (1+ k)_}m+Z, 2 (59d)
By comparing equations (51b) and (58), it is observed that
(i) -(i)
Qm+l,l = Qm+l,l (i = i, 2, 3) (60)
which completes the desired boundary condition for the case of a specified heat-
transfer distribution along the wall boundary. The temperature at the wall is
obtained from equation (57) once Om+l, 2 and Om+l, 3 are known.
(i) and (i) where i = 1 2, 3 (see eqs. (51)) must
The quantities Pm+l,n Qm+l,n
first be determined across the boundary layer at the m+l station where
n = i, 2, ..., N. These quantities are calculated by the following procedure:






(a) Calculate A12, B12, ..., G12 from equations (B3)
(b) Calculate A22, B22, .... G22 from equations (B4)
(c) Using the results from steps (a) and (b) and the boundary conditions
(eqs. (52) and (53) or (59)), calculate B1 , B2_, El2, E2 , G1 ,
and G2; from equations (48)
(i) (i)
(d) Using the results from steps (a) to (c), calculate P2 and Q2
where i = i, 2, 3 from equations (50)
(2) The procedure outlined in step (1) is now repeated at the second grid point
off the wall (n = 3) by using the results obtained at n = 2. This procedure is
repeated until the entire boundary layer is traversed (n = N) and all values of
Pm+l,n(i) and Qm+l,n(i) are determined where i = i, 2, 3 and n = 2, 3, 4, ..., N.
(i) (i) where i = I, 2, 3 and(3) Using the values of Pm+l,n and Qm+l,n
n = 2, 3, 4 .... , N, the values of Fm+l, n and 0m+l, n where n = N-I, N-2, ...,
are calculated from equations (49). It should be noted that Fm+l, N and Qm+I,N
specified edge boundary conditions (eqs. (34b)). The wall-boundary values of F
and Q are obtained from equations (34a), or from equation (57) for the case of a
specified wall-boundary heat-transfer distribution. At this point in the procedure,
the values of Fm+l, n and Gm+l, n are known for n = I, 2 .... , N, and it remains
only to determine Vm+l, n for all values of n to complete the first iteration.
(4) The continuity equation (eq. (27)) is solved numerically for the N - 1
unknown values of Vm+l, n as follows:
2
are
/o n( )Vm+l,n = Vm+l 1 - 2_ _ + F dn
' m+l
(61)
where Vm+l, 1 represents the wall-boundary condition V w. (See eq. (35).) The
trapezoidal rule of integration is used to numerically solve equation (61).
(5) The solution is now checked for convergence where the convergence criterion
is as follows (q is iteration index):
DIF = 1 --
,i
(62)
If DIF _ CONV, station m+l is declared converged and m is incremented by I.
During the development of program VGBLP, a global convergence check was initially
applied to each of the three dependent variables over all values of n. Global con-
vergence was declared once all three variables were converged over all values of n;
however, it was observed numerically that a local check on the gradient of F at the
wall was a sufficiently accurate criterion. Consequently, the logic and storage





A major change in the present approach compared with that of references 3 and 4
is the technique for numerically generating the initial profiles at _ : 0. These
initial values are required to initiate the three-point implicit marching procedure.
In references 3 and 4, the equations at the initial station (_ : 0) were numerically
solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme for an equally spaced grid
(A_ : - i)) in the H-direction. The converged solution on the equally spacednmax/( N
grid was then interpolated onto the variably spaced grid (AD i = k A_i_l). This pro-
cedure introduced some interpolation error into the initial profiles which, although
decaying in <, could cause oscillations in the neighborhood of the stagnation point
for blunt-body flows. These oscillations, if they occurred, made it difficult to
accurately determine parameters such as lim qw and lim Tw. Another problem some-
s_0 s÷0
times encountered by users of the approach presented in reference 4 was the sensi-
tivity of the convergence of the initial solution to the selected initial values
--_ and _ required to initiate the Runge-Kutta integration. To ensurefor
n=0 _t _=0
convergence, the user would often have to make several trial runs before the initial
guesses were sufficiently close to the converged values.
In the present approach these two problems (interpolation and convergence) are
completely eliminated. The locally similar form of the momentum and energy equations
is numerically solved in finite-difference form for the variable grid used in the
marching procedure. Initial value guesses and interpolation procedures are not
required. The momentum and energy equations are of tridiagonal form and are easily
solved. The continuity equation is uncoupled from the system and solved using the
trapezoidal rule of integration. The initial profiles are generated in subroutine
SIMILAR.
The marching procedure requires evaluation of the t-derivatives at two backward
points; consequently, the first solution station SS(1) + SS(2) in the _-coordinate
requires special attention to assure local accuracy in the neighborhood of the stag-
nation point. For flows with a stagnation point (IBODY = i), the profiles at
= A_ 1 are reflected about the stagnation point to impose symmetry. For flows
without a stagnation point (IBODY : 2), it is assumed that the solution at _ = A_ 1
is identical to that at _ = 0 (s = 0). As a result of this approach, the solutions
are physically correct and merge smoothly with the downstream marching solution
(_ > A_I). The quantity A_ 1 is evaluated using Simpson's rule for stagnation-point
flows.
Evaluation of Wall Derivatives
The shear stress and heat transfer at the wall are directly proportional to the
gradient of F and @ evaluated at the wall, respectively. By using G to repre-
sent a general quantity, where Gm+l, 1 is the value of G at m+l evaluated at the
wall, the four-point difference scheme used to evaluate derivatives at the wall is
given as





where the coefficients are defined by the following relations:
Y7 -- -
(1+ k + k2)2[k(1+ k - i] + (1+ k)
(i + k)(i + k + k2)k 3 hn I
(64a)
(i + k + k 2)




(I + k + k 2)
(i + k)k 3 A_ I
(64c)
YI0 =
(i + k + k2)k 3 £_i
(64d)
For the case of equally spaced grid points in the n-direction (k : i), equa-
tion (63) reduces to the familiar four-point relation:
(_G) _ i
_ m+l,l 6 _(llGm+l,l - 18Gm+l,2 + 9Gm+l, 3 - 2Gm+l, 4 )
(65)
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Program VGBLP is run on the Control Data CYBER 170 series computers under the
NOS 1.4 operating system at the Langley Research Center.
Array Dimensions
Program VGBLP and subroutines TABLE, VARENT, TURBLNT, MESH, SIMILAR, and SOLVE
use the variable-dimension capability of the preprocessor at the Langley Research
Center. This capability allows the user to designate the minimum storage require-
ments for a given problem. If the preprocessor capability is not available at the
user's installation, the dimension statements can be modified hy inserting the
required dimensions in place of their equivalent designations (UPDATE, MODIFY, etc.)
in accordance with the following definitions for program VGBLP and its subroutines.
Program VGBLP
Variable dimension Assigned value
JI 1 - (KODPRT # 3); NUMB1 - (KODPRT = 3)
















Subroutines MESH, SIMILAR, SOLVE
JK
1 - (constant entropy); IENDI - (variable entropy)
INTEGER (Smax/PRNTINC + IPRNT)
INTEGER (Smax/PROINC + IPRO)
IENDI + 1
See definition in VGBLP
NUMBER
See definition in VGBLP
See definition in VGBLP
See definition in VGBLP
See definition in VGBLP
Input Description
Standard CDC NAMELIST is used for all data input. Program VGBLP reads input
under $NAMI. Subroutine TABLE reads input under SNAM2. For cases where the variable
entropy option is required (IENTRO = 2), subroutine VARENT reads input under $NAM3.
Input/output flexibility is provided to the user wherein either the International
System of Units (SI, KODUNIT = i) or the U.S. Customary Units (U.S., KODUNIT : 0) can
be used. The required input and resulting output data are listed in the following
sections with appropriate dimensional units. The SI Units are listed first, followed
by U.S. Units in parentheses. If no units are listed, the quantity is nondimensional.
Input data for $NAMI.-
Variable name Variable description
CONV Convergence criterion for boundary-layer solution;
DEFAULT : 1 x 10 -4
CONVE Convergence criterion for variable entropy
-2
iteration; DEFAULT = 1 x i0
DETAI






















1.0 - nonsimilar solution; 0.0 - locally similar
solution; DEFAULT : 1.0
y; DEFAULT : 1.4
y/@ array corresponding to PRTAR array, used only
if KODPRT = 3; NUMB1 values
i - flows with stagnation point; 2 - flows without
stagnation point
Number of mesh points in N-coordinate
Number of steps in S-direction
IENDI
Sma x = _ SS(m) where SS(I) = 0
m:l
1 - constant entropy; 2 - variable entropy;
DEFAULT = l
1 - Sutherland's viscosity (see eq. (7a));
2 - power-law viscosity (see eq. (7b));
DEFAULT = 1
1 - specify XEND, IE, XK; 2 - specify XEND, IE, DETAI
Number of specified wall-value printouts desired
other than those determined by PRNTINC;
DEFAULT = 0
Number of specified profile printouts desired other
than those determined by PROINC; DEFAULT = 0
Maximum number of iteration cycles, 1 S m S IENDI,
for variable-entropy calculations; DEFAULT = 3
1 - normal intermittency function,
2 - normal intermittency function,
from equation (17c); DEFAULT = 1
set to 1.0;
calculated
j; 0 - two-dimensional; 1 - axisymmetric
1 - local values used in equation (5b) for damping;
2 - wall values used in equation (5b) for damping;
DEFAULT = 2
1 - both laminar and turbulent profile prints are
desired for diagnostic reasons once flow is
turbulent; 0 - otherwise; DEFAULT = 0
1 - constant Npr,t; 2 - Rotta distribution (see























0 - all dimensional input and output in U.S. Units;
1 - all dimensional input and output in SI Units;
DEFAULT : 0
1 - mixing-length model; 2 - two-layer eddy-
viscosity model; DEFAULT : 2
1 - specified wall temperature distribution;
2 - specified wall heat-transfer distribution;
DEFAULT = 1
1 - transition extent calculated from equa-
tion (37); 2 - transition extent specified as
TLNGTH; DEFAULT = 2.0
1 - auxiliary profile prints are desired (see out-
put description); 2 - otherwise; DEFAULT = 2.0
Maximum number of iterations allowed at any given
station; DEFAULT = 1
Number of values read into PRTAR and GLAR arrays if
KODPRT = 3
Opening angle of body at
Npr ; DEFAULT = 0.72
s = 0, tan-l(d_z) , deg
s:O
Incremental s*-value for which wall-value printouts
will be made, m (ft); DEFAULT = 0.i
Array of IPRNT specified s*-values for which wall-
value printouts are desired, m (ft)
Incremental s*-value for which profile printouts
will be made, m (ft); DEFAULT : 1.0
Array of IPRO specified s*-values for which profile
printouts are desired, m (ft)
DEFAULT = 0.95
Npr,t;
Npr,t array, used only if KODPRT : 3;
NUMB1 values
* Pa (ib/ft 2 )
Pt,_'
R*, gas constant (eq. (6)), m2/(s2-K)
g(ft2/(s2-°R)) ; DEFAULT : 1716 ft2/(s2-°R)
Critical-vorticity Reynolds number;



























S*-location of transition, st, i, m (ft);
DEFAULT = i x 108




Value of F to be used in defining edge of
boundary layer; DEFAULT = 0.995
a I (see eq. (7a)), Pa-s (ib-s/ft 2) ;
DEFAULT = 2.27 × 10 -8 ib-s/ft 2
a 2 (see eq. (7a)), K (OR) ; DEFAULT = 198.6 OR
a 3 (see eq. (7b)), Pa-s (ib-s/ft 2)
a 4 (see eq. (7b))
0 - neglect transverse curvature; 1 - include
transverse curvature; DEFAULT = 0
o*I , shock-wave angle at s = 0 (see fig. 27,S S:0
deg
_max (see fig. i)
k, constant in geometric progression (see eq. (42))
M
k I (see eq. (16a));
k 2 (see eq. (16b));
k 3 (see eq. (17c));
k 4 (see eq. (17c));
k 5 (see eq. (20b));








Order of interpolation to be used for $NAM2 tables;
DEFAULT = 1















Edge pressure-distribution array (NUMBER values),
Pa (ib/ft 2)
Wall heat-transfer-distribution array (NUMBER
values); KODWAL = 2, W/m 2 (Btu/ft2-s)
Body radial-coordinate array ro (NUMBER values),
m (ft)
Wall mass-flux array V w (NUMBER values);
DEFAULT = 0, Pa-s/m (ib-s/ft 3)
S-station array (NUMBER values); independent
variable for tabular input, m (ft)
Array of incremental values between adjacent solu-
tion stations (s I, s 2, ..., SIENDI); step size
can be arbitrary and not directly associated
with the S-station array other than
IENDI
E SS(I) the first two members of the
= Smax;
m=l
array must be equal (SS(2) : SS(1))
Wall-temperature-distribution array (NUMBER
values); KODWAL : i, K (OR)
Axial-coordinate array (NUMBER values), m (ft)
Variable description
Number of values read into $NAM3 tables
Array of radial coordinates of shock wave (NUMBER
values), m (ft)
Array of axial coordinates of shock wave (NUMBER
values), m (ft)
A unique relationship exists between the print control parameters (PROINC;
PRNTINC; IPRO; IPRNT; PROVAL; PRNTVAL) and IENDI in $NAMI and the SS array in $NAM2.
The potential user of program VGBLP should note that there are exactly IENDI values
in the SS array and that these values specify the solution-station locations along the
s-coordinate. Also, a solution station must be located at the s-coordinate locations
designated as print (profile or wall) stations. A failure to understand this rela-
tionship generally results in a computer run with no output. Consider the following
input where the program user wishes to march the solution to Sma x = 1.0:
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PRNTINC = 0.201, PROINC = 0.501
IPRO = i, IPRNT : 1
PROVAL = 0.751, PRNTVAL = 0.751
Two errors have been made in the preceding input that will result in the program
stopping at s : 0.66 (instead of s : 1.0) without any output (wall print or profile
print). The two errors are as follows: (i) IENDI is not equal to the number of
values in the SS array; (2) the designated print locations do not agree with the
solution stations designated by the SS array. An example of correct input is as
follows:
SS = i0".001, 99".01
IEND = 109
PRNTINC = 0.2, PROINC = 0.5,
IPRO = i, IPRNT = l,
PROVAL = 0.75, PRNTVAL = 0.75
The program would now have a normal STOP at s : 1.0 with wall prints at s = 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.75, 0.8, and 1.0 and profile prints at s = 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Finally,
it should be noted that the SS array can be composed of completely arbitrary As
values with the restriction SS(1) = SS(2), but to obtain output the user must specify
print-control input corresponding to the location of the solution stations.
Intermediate Data Storage
The output (S, PE, RMI, TW, Z, DPEDS, RVWALD, DRDZ, Qw) required at station m+l
generated in subroutine TABLE is written on TAPE 4. Program VGBLP reads this output
just prior to obtaining the boundary-layer solution at station m+l. For cases where
variable entropy is included (IENTRO = 2), TAPE 4 is rewound at the end of the last
computed station Sma x to enable restart for the next variable-entropy iteration.
Output Description
Program VGBLP first prints namelist data for $NAMI. Next, subroutine TABLE
prints $NAM2. If the case includes the effect of variable entropy (IENTRO : 2), sub-
routine VARENT then prints $NAM3 input. It should be noted that for many cases the
user can take advantage of many of the DEFAULT values for SNAMI and $NAM2.
Following the input data prints, the similar-solution profiles at the initial
station (_ = 0) are printed as follows:
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The initial station parameters are then printed.
MUE _*, Pa-s (ib-s/ft 2)
e
* Pa (ib/ft 2 )
PE Pe'
* W/m 2 (Btu/ft2-s)QSD qw'
TE Te, K (OR)
* m/s (ft/s)UE u e ,
The units used in input and expected as output for dimensional quantities are next
declared as either SI or U.S. Customary.
Free-stream and reference variables are then printed.
AAI a*, m/s (ft/s)
PREF -, .2 Pa (ib/ft 2)
PrUr ,
PTR p /{P u 2 )t,_/\ _
PTI * Pa (ib/ft 2)
Pt,_'
P1 p , Pa (ib/ft 2)
REY NRe,_, m -I (ft -I)
RREF Pr' kg/m3 (Ib-s2/ft4)
RTI [)t,_' kg/m3 (ib-s2/ft4
ml p*, kg/m 3 (ib-s2/ft 4)
• 2/ •
TREF u r /Cp, K (OR)








UREF u* m/s (ft/s)
r r
U1 u ,* m/s (ft/s)
VISREF _* Pa-s (ib-s/ft 2)
r t
XMA M




T t - T w





M/M , Mach number ratio
e










• vorticity Reynolds number
Y/YE Y/Ye
Additional values for transitional and turbulent profiles












Auxiliary-profile values (NAUXPRO = i)
DAMP C - exp - _ m+l,n
EP
m+l,n
EPl I<_)il m+l, n
(see eq. (16a))
EP2









V V (see eq. (26))
Wall print















skin-friction coefficient based on wall
density
6", displacement thickness, m (ft)
dP e
ds , pressure gradient
dT e


























value of DIF at convergence (see eq. (62))
0
%




number of iterations performed for variable entropy
Me, edge Mach number
D e, Pa-s (ib-s/ft 2)




Stanton number based on wall condition
CpPwU e
Nusselt number based on edge condition
Stanton number based on edge condition
Nusselt number based on wall condition
PrUrLrl I/2
J





_w, heat transfer, W/m- (Btu/ft2-s)
Pe' edge density• kg/m3(Ib-s2/ft 4)
PeUe @*




, local Reynolds number
_e
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T t - T e
ro, body radius (see fig. 2), m (ft)
Xmax = I(Y_ _)m+l,nlmax
local radius of shock wave, m (ft)
(pv) w/(pu) e
(@V)w, dimensional mass flux at wall, Pa-s/m
(ib-s/ft 3 )
s, boundary-layer coordinate (see fig. 2), m (ft)
local shock-wave angle, deg
T w, wall shear stress, Pa (ib/ft 2)
Te, edge temperature, K (OR)
@, momentum thickness, m (ft)
F, intermittency distribution (see eq. (38))
T w
Tt ,oo
u e, edge velocity, m/s (ft/s)




6 , boundary-layer thickness, m (ft)
e
n-value at Ym
z, axial coordinate of body (see fig. 2), m (ft)
axial coordinate of shock wave, m (ft)
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Flow charts and listings for program VGBLP and its subroutines are presented in
appendix C.
SAMPLE CASES
A range of test cases is presented as guides for assisting users of program VGBLP
in their own specific applications. Five major test cases are presented that include
external and internal flows, flows with wall-mass transfer, flows where transverse-
curvature effects are important, and flows where variable-entropy effects must be
included. For each test case presented, the following information is given: (i) sche-
matic of geometry; (2) boundary conditions; (3) all input data including variable
dimension specification; (4) samples of output (see appendix D); and (5) plots of
selected results. It is suggested that users compute two or more of the test cases
prior to applying program VGBLP to their own particular problem. This approach is
beneficial in that it (I) confirms that the software has been correctly implemented on
the user's computer system and (2) provides experience in using the program and speci-
fying the correct input data; however, the user need not understand the algorithm in
order to successfully apply program VGBLP. The first test case, flat-plate flows, is
especially useful in developing experience with the grid specification and control.
Test Case No. i
This case represents the simplest class of flow that is usually encountered.
The flat-plate boundary layer need not be similar; for example, turbulent flow, arbi-
trarily distributed wall-mass transfer, arbitrary heat transfer, or externally imposed
pressure gradients result in nonsimilar boundary-layer development.
For the present case, the test conditions of reference 22 are selected. A sche-
matic of the model, including flow conditions and numerical results, is presented in
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Figure 3.- Test case no. 1.
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of numerical results with the experimental data of reference 22 are presented in
reference 3. A grid refinement study showing the order of accuracy of the numerical
approach is presented in reference 20.
Test Case No. 2
This test case is for the flow past a waisted-afterbody configuration (ref. 23).
Transverse-curvature terms must be fnclud6d; also, the flow is supersonic with an
attached shock wave. A schematic of the model, flow conditions, and typical numerical
results are presented in figure 4. The input and sample output are presented in
appendix D. Comparisons of the numerical results with experimental data are pre-
sented in reference 3.




pt_o = 47.511 kPa
T t = 298 K
M_ = 1.7




Without transverse curvature .._-
_ i j 1 I , L 1 I I J ]
0 .5 1.0
S/Sma x
Figure 4.- Test case no. 2; skin-friction coefficient.
The pressure distribution was taken directly from the experimental data (ref. 23).
Results for two calculations are presented: (i) without transverse-curvature (TVC)
terms; (2) with TVC terms. This particular configuration is an example of a body
where the boundary-layer coordinate s cannot be expressed as an explicit function
of the body-coordinate system R,Z, and as such must be obtained by numerical integra-
tion. In the previous example for flat-plate flow, this presented no difficulty
since S and Z were congruent. It is suggested that the user of program VGBLP
develop software to numerically generate the s-coordinate from a specified body-
coordinate system and to interpolate edge-pressure and wall-boundary data, often
specified as a function of the body-coordinate system, to the S,R-coordinate system.
4O
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The trapezoidal rule is sufficiently accurate and can be easily implemented to inte-
grate the following relationship:
/0zI s = S O + + \'dz ] dz (66)
Test Case No. 3
Flows with wall-mass transfer are often encountered and can be efficiently
solved by program VGBLP. The sample case selected is that of reference 24 for laminar
boundary-layer flow. A schematic of the model, including flow conditions and numeri-
cal results, is presented in figure 5. The required input and sample output are pre-
sented in appendix D. It should be noted that program VGBLP can be applied to turbu-
lent flow with wall-mass transfer if the user modifies the A + definition in
subroutine TURBLNT. (See ref. 2.)
The numerical results for three wall-mass transfer boundary conditions are pre-
sented in figure 5: (i) (Pv) w < 0 (suction); (2) (Pv) w = 0 (solid wall); and
(3) (pv) w > 0 (transpiration). The input and sample output are presented in
appendix D. Comparisons of the numerical results with experimental data are pre-
sented in reference 3. It should be noted that program VGBLP is not limited to fixed
values of (Pv)_; that is, (pv)_ = g(s) can be input in $NAM2 if required.
4 -x 10 -3
Free-stream condi tions
Pt,= : 4.14 MPa
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(a) Skin-friction coefficient.
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(b) Velocity profiles; s : 0.i00 m.
Figure 5.- Concluded.
Test Case No. 4
For hypersonic, blunt-body flows, the effect of variable entropy introduced by
the bow shock wave can significantly affect the boundary-layer development. As an
example, the flow over a 45 ° spherically blunted cone in helium flow is considered.
(See ref. 25.) A schematic of the model, including flow conditions and numerical
results, is presented in figure 6. Experimental pressure data, supplied by the
authors of reference 25, were used as input. The shock-wave data were obtained from
figure 7(d) of reference 25. The input and sample output are presented in appendix D.
Test Case No. 5
Boundary-layer solutions are usually required for the design and analysis of
nozzle flows. A typical wind-tunnel design case (see ref. 26) is presented in fig-
ure 7. It should be noted that the solution for this case is initiated in the stagna-
tion chamber and marched downstream to the nozzle exit. The input and sample output
are presented in appendix D. Extensive comparisons of the numerical results with
experimental data are presented in reference 26.
Nozzle flows are typical of the more difficult applications of boundary-layer
theory because of the large variation of pressure gradient dPe/dS as the solution
proceeds from the settling chamber through the sonic throat and into the supersonic
region of the nozzle. The thinning effect of the pressure gradient on the boundary-
layer thickness in the throat region of the nozzle necessitates care in selecting the








Pt,® = 7 MPa
Tt, _ = 289 K
M _ : 20.3














(b) Velocity profiles; s = 0.0495 m.
Figure 6.- Test case no. 4.
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pt,m = 3.45 MPa
Tt, _ = 377 K







] I I I ! ]
.5 1.0
Z/Zmax
Figure 7.- Test case no. 5; displacement thickness.
A common problem often encountered in large pressure-gradient flows is oscilla-
tions in 6* caused by the specification of Pe = g(s) and/or step size in the
s-coordinate. For many applications (e.g., rocket nozzle design), these oscillations
may be acceptable, but for facility design, where the design goal is usually to
achieve a shock-free flow that meets the design test-section flow conditions, caution
and judgment must be exercised in specifying the inviscid pressure distribution and
step-size distribution in the s-coordinate. For example, if a relatively course
distribution of Pe = g(s) and a fine distribution of As were specified, the
dPe d[g(s)]
resulting pressure-gradient distribution ds ds would be a series of step
functions for linear interpolation. Spline functions or higher-order interpolation
could be used to obtain Pe and dPe/dS at the solution stations from the specified
input values; however, care must be exercised since higher-order interpolation can
introduce oscillations resulting in changes in the sign of the pressure gradient.
Splines with tension represent the optimum technique for generating Pe and dPe/dS
at the solution stations from the input data; however, experience has indicated that
it is more efficient to input a sufficiently dense distribution of Pe = g(s) and
use linear interpolation. It is suggested that the user of program VGBLP work several
problems with large pressure variations in order to gain experience in specifying




A computer program, VGBLP, has been presented for solving the compressible
laminar, transitional, or turbulent boundary-layer equations for planar or axisym-
metric perfect-gas attached flows. A three-point implicit, variable-grid finite-
difference procedure is used to solve the governing equations. The algorithm and
software are modifications of the procedures presented in NASA TR R-368 and NASA
TM X-2458, respectively. The modifications render the approach easier to implement
while increasing the efficiency (computer resources) and accuracy as compared with
the original approach presented in NASA TR R-368.
Test cases have been presented and should serve as guides for potential users of
the software. These cases cover external and internal flows including flows with
wall-mass transfer effects, transverse-curvature effects, and variable-entropy
effects.
Langley Research Center









Three-point implicit difference relations are used in references 3 and 4 to
reduce the transformed momentum and energy equations (eqs. (28) and (29)) to finite-
difference form. The differencing scheme proposed by Blottner (ref. 7) is used in
program VGBLP. For completeness, both differencing techniques are presented.
It is assumed that all data are known at the solution stations m-I and m.
(See fig. i.) Then, it is possible to obtain the unknown quantities at the grid
points for the m+l station. In the subsequent development the notations G and
are utilized to represent any typical variable.
H
Taylor-series expansions are first written about the unknown grid point (m+l,n)
in the g-direction as follows:
Gm, n = Gm+l, n - A_2(G_)m+I, n
2 3
A_2 A_2
+ --_-(G_{)m+l,n 6 (G_)m+l,n
+ (Ala)
and
Gm_l, n = Gm+l, n - (A_I + A_2 ) (G<)m+l, n
(_i + A_2)3
6 (G_)m+l,n
(A_ 1 + A_2 )2
+ 2 (G_)m+l,n
(Alb)
where subscript notation has been utilized to denote differentiation; for example,
G_ _ aG/_¢.
Equations (Ala) and (Alb) can be solved to yield
(_) - A_2(A_I + A_ 2)_G = XlGm+l,n X2Gm,n + X3Gm-l,n +
m+l,n 2 A_ 2 6 G_ +
and
(A2)
i A<2hG +A<1 2 +Gm+l,n = X4Gm,n - X5Gm-l,n + 2 (A3)
Terms of the order of A_I A_2, or smaller, are neglected. This produces truncation
errors of the order of A_I A_2 instead of A_2 as in reference 5 where two-point
difference relations are Used, The Xl, X2, ..., X 5 coefficients appearing in
equations (A2) and (A3) are defined as follows:
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X I = 2
A_I + 2 A<2
A_1 + Ag2
(A4)
X 2 = 2
A_1 + Ag 2 (A5)






Taylor-series expansions are next written about the unknown grid point (m+l,n)










Gm+l,n_ I = Gm+l, n - AT]n_l(Glq)m+l,n +
3




Equations (A9a) and (A9b) can be solved to yield
,n
= YiGm+l,n+l - Y2Gm+l,n + Y3Gm+l,n_l
(£qn_l - Ann)










6 GN_n + "
(All)
The YI' Y2' "''' Y6 coefficients appearing in equations (AI0) and (All) are
defined as follows:
2
Y1 = ANn(AN n + A_n_I)
(AI2)
Y2 -
A_ n Ann- 1
(AI3)
Y3 =





Ann(An n + A_n_ I)






Y6 = Ann_I(ANn + ANn_ l)
(AI7)
For the case of equally spaced grid points in the _- and N-coordinates, equa-
tions (A4) to (A8) and (AI2) to (AI7) reduce to the following relations:
X 1 = 3
X2 = 4
X 3 = 1
X4 = 2













OF r_v,,_"_ r_ _ QUALITY
(Al8b)
where A_ and An represent the spacing between the grid points in the _- and
D-coordinates, respectively.
Equations (A2), (A3), (AI0), and (All) can then be written for constant grid-
point spacing as follows:
C_) 3Gm+l'n - 4Gm'n + Gm-l'n + A_2
m+l,n 2 h_ 3 G_ + .
(AI9)
= - + A_2G +
Gm+l,n 2Gm,n Gm-l, n <_ "
(A20)
/_2Gh = Gm+l,n+l - 2Gm+l, n + Gm+l,n_ 1 Aq 2 +
\_ 2/m+l,n An2 12 G_nn
(A2I)
and
<_)m+l,n = Gm+l'n+12-/k_Gm+l'n-i £_26 GNn_ + (A22)
Quantities of the form fIG _\_)that appear in the governing equations must be
linearized in order to obtain a system of linear-difference equations. Quantities of
this type are obtained from equations (A2) and (A3).
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The procedure used to linearize nonlinear products such as t )t l i._ the
same as that used by Flugge-Lotz and Blottner (ref. 5) and is as follows:
_ m+l,n m,n ,n ,nm+l - \_]m, n \_/m
2
+
+ 0 (A_ 2)
m,n m+l,n
(A23)
where the terms ($_) and
m,n
known station m. By equating
quantities of the type \_q/
/H_\/(_)__j are evaluated from equation (All), but at the
m,n
G to H in equation (A23), the linearized form for
is obtained; that is,
anJm+l,n =  m,n  m+l,n- (A24)
/G_t_J/m is obtained from equation (AII).
where
+l,n
The preceding relations for the difference quotients produce linear-difference
equations when substituted into the governing differential equations (eqs. (45)). In
references 3 and 4 it is noted that in practice the nonlinearities do not require
iteration provided a sufficiently fine mesh-point distribution is chosen. However, if
one wishes to increase the computational speed by reducing the number of grid points
to a minimum, then iteration may become necessary.
Blottner (ref. 7) proposed a variable grid scheme that in principle is only
first-order accurate in the normal step size A_n' but approaches second-order
accuracy when the grid defined by equations (42) to (43) is used. In the variable
grid scheme, the following difference relations are used:
_G) Gm+l,n+l - Gm+l,n-i (Aqn - ANn-i )






The nonlinear term is evaluated as
APPENDIX
follows:
A OF PO_3R QUALITY
I_-_ ( Z -_G llm+l, n
A_n + Ann-i m+l,n+_< _n n
Z i{ Gm+l'n - Gm+l'n-lll
m+l, n-_\ Ann- 1 IJ
where









COEFFICIENTS FOR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
Equations (45) are the difference equations used to represent the partial dif-
ferential equations for the conservation of momentum and energy, respectively. These




+ BlnFm+l, n ClnFm+l,n+l + Dln0m+l,n_ 1
+ : G1 n+ ElnGm+l, n FlnQm+l,n+ 1 (BI)
Energy e_uation
A2nFm+l,n_ 1 + B2nFm+l, n + C2nFm+l,n+ 1 + D2nQm+l,n_ 1
+ E2nGm+l, n + F2nQm+l,n+ 1 = G2 n (B2)
These equations are obtained from equations (28) and (29) and the difference quotients
presented in appendix A. The coefficients A1 n, Bln, and so forth, in equations (BI)
and (B2) are functions of known quantities evaluated at stations m and m-l. (See
fig. i.) Therefore, equations (BI) and (B2) can be solved simultaneously. In refer-
ences 3 and 4, equations (BI) and (B2) were solved simultaneously without iteration.
The reader interested in the coefficients for the noniterative simultaneous solution
is referred to appendix B of reference 4. In the present approach, using the Blottner
variable grid scheme (ref. 7), the coefficients are written as follows:
Momentum equation
(Vm+l ,n) I(t2 J l_ + (t2J l_)
g _ )m+l,n m÷l n-
Aln : - Aqn-i + £Qn 2 ' Y3 n (B3a)
G E(Fm+l' n) (t2J _) m+l, nB1 n = _ X1 + - 2 (tRJZ[)m+l,n+llyl n





Cl n = Ann_ 1 + AQ n










FI n = 0
(Fm+l'n) g _ F
G1 n = _ 1(__._._2 _ x2)
Itl, n
2
(x3]Fm_l,n _ - _(Fm+l,n)g
(B3g)
Ene_ iV-a-t7o_f_n
2 m+l,n I_]m+l,n_g(_ t2j_] _ ___
A2 n = ANn_I + AT]n
(B4a)
(B4b)
B2 n --- 0
2 (oo;t2Jg) m+l, n re+l, g







These equations are solved using the coupled solution technique presented in refer-
ences 3 and 4. A major difference between the present aopr°ach (program VGBLP) and




approach as opposed to no iteration in reference 4. The iteration cycle is as
follows: (i) the g subscripted quantities are first obtained from knownvalues at
stations m-I and m using equation (A3) for the initial solution of the system at
station m+l (note that the continuity equation is integrated using the trapezoidal
rule of integration); (2) for the remaining iterations the g subscripted quantities
assumetheir value at the previous iteration at station m+l. The eddy viscosity is





FLOW CHARTS AND PROGRAM LISTING
Main Program VGBLP
Program VGBLP controls the sequence of finite-difference solutions for the
boundary-layer equations. It reads the input and, through its subroutines, sets up
the computational grid, generates the initial solution, controls the parabolic march-
ing procedure wherein the nonsimilar solutions are obtained, calculates all boundary-
layer parameters, and prints the output at specified locations. The flow chart for
the main program is as follows:
C VGBLP ___

















grid and di fference-_
quotient coefficients/
normal to wall /
I Calculatethermodynamic constants




convert to U.S. Customary/






















solution at initial F
station /
|
Set up initial profiles I
I
No
IC Call OUTUNIT I
Call WALL OUT











Call INUNIT s_Convert data to
U.S. Customary Unit
I Begin marching procedurein s-direction
Read s, Pe' ro' z, dPe ,/
ds










Solve the momentum, energy,\
and continuity equations in}<
finite-difference form /
Determine location of Iboundary-layer edge.
Determine wall and initial









I Calculate basic Iboundary-I ayer parameters
Calculate vorticity Reynoldsl

















to SI Units /
/


























The program listing for program VGBLP is as follows:
ORIGINAL PAGE' 13
OF POOR QUALITY
PROGRAM VGBLP (INPUT, OUT PJT, TAP ES-I NPUT, TAPEE.[JUTPUT, TAPE4}
DIMEN_IDN PTOmT(JK), STA52(JK), MOME(JK)_ TTOTTLjK), CRL]CCO(JK), U
IÙUPL(JK), TC[IRD(JK}, UL)E_(JK), NONDEL(,JK}, UEE(JH), PROVAL(JN)p PR





1 (_K), V3(JR), EP2 (J_,), EP3 (JF,}, FL2 (JK), _z.3(JK)_ TZ2(JK),TZ3 {JK), XL2 (JR
2}_ XL3 (JK) p XLP2(JR,), XL P3 (JR) ,RAT01{ JK),RAT02 (J_),kATLI3 (JR) _ EH2(JK ),
3EH3 (JR,), DRATL]I(JK) JDKATG2 {Jk )_DRAT03 (JR)_ VARA (JR }, VAKB( JK)_ VARC (JK
4} p VARD (JR) pVARE (JK), Y (JKJ ,EPI tJk), EHI(JK) _XLI(J_,) _XLPI(JK}




1T_,PRTW, RE,UE, XNJE, J,RMI, EPS, JPOINI, IE, wal,W,2, WW3, ,JW4, wWS, NEDGE
2,KOL)VIS,A, XBE,X_ PR,KDUPRT•PK [nPRTAR, GLAR_NL_.IBI_XK
COMMON /UNIT/ VTSICI,VISIC2,VIS2CI,VIS2C2,PTI_TTI,wAVE_R_PHIO,DS_S
i_ Ip #,TIp Plp TI_R1, dl, AAI_ TREr _V/SREF, P E STAR, lESI AR, RE $TAk, UES TAR_ HUE
2STAR,YESTAR,THETA,TAUL)pQSD_HD_UPLUS,DISP, PE_Z,Tw, QW_RVWALD, PROINC,
3PRNTiNC_ ZS,RS
INTEGER W
REAL MOME_ N_E, NJW, KwD, RED _ INTEGT_ INTEGL_NONDEL_ MUESTAR
EXTERNAL INTEGT
NAMELIST /NAM1/IGEOM, XEND, IE, XK_ DETAI_ XMA, PT1, TT1, IGAS, V ISIC 1,V IS1
1C 2, VI:_2C 1, VIS2Z2_ G_R, PR,i _UbY, WAVE _PHIZ, J,W_ IENTRcI_ S.ST_ S_XT R, KODV I
2S, KTCUD, TLNGTH, I YINT, KUDAtIP, XT l, XT 2, XT3, X [_,_XT 5, XTO, PRT, KODPRT_ NUM
3B I,GLAR, PRTAR, IE_D1, PKGINC_ PRNTINC, I PRO_ _PRNT, NAUXPRL], PRJVAL, PRNTV
_AL, FT, RLIDE, K(]DWaL, V ELEDG, CONV_ NITMAX, KDDUNI T_ 1TMAX,CONV E
INITIALIZE DATA TO STANDAR_ INPUT
DATA GII.4I,_II71_.I,PR/.721,PRTI.951,wlOI,KODEIOI_KJDWAL/I/,IENTR
IL_III,AII.I,KDDVISI21,SSI/_..ESI,FT/I.I,SMXTRII.E8/,TLNGTHI2.I,XT1 /
2.41,X 121.01(581, XT3/9. #__f_l. 7_I_XTSI. I081_ XT(_/26. I, PRL]INC/I •I_ PRNT
31NCI. II, NAUXPR!]IO/,NPOTYPrlll, IPRG/OI,_PRNTIO/,CbNVI.O001/, NUMB1 I0
OA[A IH_TSIO.I,RSIO.I,P2OID./,NITMAXII/_SIGNII.I_T2'IAXI,LOOOOOII,T
IRF AC TI O. I_.KS T_ I0 I, I TMAX 13 I, NOI T/O/,D PEDSI O. I, ZI0. I, KODPR Tll I, KTC OD
2121,_TCDIO/_ IGASI II_K,qC,,MP/21_ VELEDGI.995/, IYINTIL/,SMXNIO. I, SMXOI
30.I,SMXPlO. I,_RT',I/.gSI_K_DDbNITIOI_ANRADII.7_b3_OE-2I,VISICI/Z.2TE-













APPENDIXC ORIGINAL PAGE |C,
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3 UEE(1)-O.
Du 4 I-l, JR
E P2( L)-EP3( I )=XL2( I )=XL3(L) =_ATOI(I) -RAT02 (I)-RATO3(I)-TI(I )-T2( I )
I..13(_)-FI(1)'F2(I)'F3{I )-EFl(1)-l.0
TAUP(i)-I.
T_2 (I)-FZ2 (I)- [ZZ (I)-XL PZ (I)-XLP3 (I )..FZ3 (I)-I Z3 (I )-DRAT01 (I )-_RA






b wRI[£(6,82) IGEO_,XEND,IE_XK,OETAI,XMA, PTipTTI_IGAS,VISICltVISIC2_





IF (KODUNIT.NE.1} GO [0
ATI-IT1
AT2-TIII2.
IF (IGAS.EQ.2) GO TO 7
AXL-ViSICl_(ATi_eI.5)/(AII+VISIC2)












IF {KODUNIT.EQ.1) CALL iNuNIT (PROVAL,PRNTVAL,J_._JN)










































IF (RODWAL.EO.I) GO TO 12



































' iOF POOR QdA__TY
G5 TO (19,15,15), NABC
15 CALL TABLE (IENDI,SD, RI,UIpAjTREF,KODWAL,VISREF,K]DUNIT,AWT)
G0 [0 17
16 CALL TABLE] (IENL)I,_D,KI,UI,A, TREF,KOOwAL,VISREF,KODUNIT,AWT)
17 GO TO (19,18), IENTR0
18 CALL VARENT (_S,ZZS,DR)QLS,NNNpKOUbNIT,A)
19 CONTINUE
SET UP PRINT CONTROL
_D-SD*A
CALL SETUP (PROINC,PROVAL,SD,JN,IPRD)
CALL SETUP (PRNTINC,PRNTVAL,$D,JM, IPRNT}
_RI[ E(6,97)
IF(KODUNIT.EQ.1) WRITE(6,_) (PROVAL(1)*._O4b,I-1,JN)
























GO rO (23t25)J I30DY


































DXOS-BELA*SI**i2*J+I ) OF POOR QUALITY
OXI-(BELA*SI** (2,J+2) }/ (2_J+Z)
XlOXl





S[AkTING PRgCEDURE FOR FLDWS WIIHOUI STAGNATION POINT
CDNTINUE






























SET UP INITIAL PROFILES
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Ou[uNll" ( PROV AL, PRNIVAL, JN, Jm)
wALLOUT ( Pw,OVAL, PR NTVAL, JM, J N)
WR[IE INITIAL STAIlDN PA
Wk_rE (6,72) MUESTAR, UE3T
IF (KODUNIT.NE.I) WRITE (







































IF (_.EQ.2) GO Tg 31
CHECK FOR CHANGE Ih STEP INCREMENT
CKK-(5-SMI)I(S_I-Sm2)
IF (CKK.LT..ggQgg_99g) _0 T_ 30















































































OETEMMINE THE L.7=ATION CF THE BOUNDARY-LAYER EDGE




























CALCULATE BA_I: BOjNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS
KON-IE+2
00 37 N-2,KON






















CALCULATE VORTICIIY RLYNL]LDS NUMBER







OO 39 IX-2, IE








IF (KICDD.EQ.2.0R.KTCD.E_.I) GO TO 41
KTCD-I













E.ST2_AX) CALL TURBLNT (T3_XL3,FZ3,RAIO3,Y, EP3_F3, EH3,V
RS,VARD,VARE,KOuAMP,IYINT,YEDGEtTAbP)
S,A) CALL IuR6LNT (T3,XL3_FZ3,RATO3,Y_EP3, F3,EH3,VARA_V
C,VARD,VARE,KgDA_P,IYINT_YEDGE_[AuP}





IF (J.NE.1) GJ T_ 44
TI6URON-2.*DISP/RHI





















































































• EPS_]Z_INTEGL )_((2.-XXJ) /2.)


























































PRINT PROFILES 4NO _ALL VALUE5
KPRNT-O
IF (ABS(A-I.).LE.O.O0000Ol) GO TU 52
S-S*A
Z-Z*A














IF (IEDGEX.GT. IE) iEDGEX=IE






1F (_uDE.EQ.I) GO TO 5_
IF (TRFACT.GT.9._999) GO TO Ol



















77) XN( I),NONDEL (i),F3(I ),T3(_ }, ITOTI (1),CRJCCO(1),PTOPT (
)_FZ3(I }, TZ3(I ), _TABZ (I), XL 3 (i)
,76)
I,IEJGEX
,77) XN(I),NONDEL LI ),F3(I ),T3 (_), [TL]TT(I },CROCCJ(1),PrJPT(
I )_FZ3 (I),IZ3 (I }, _TAS2(I ), XL3(I )
,78)
I,IEDGC__












OF POOR O_ AJTY
b3 C DNTINUF
DO 64 NUMBER-I,JH
IF (S.GT. PRNTVAL (NbMBER)-.O00001.A_D •S.LT. PRNIVAL (NdMBEK) +. 000001)























.I) CALL WALLOUT (PEOVAL, PRNTVAL,JM,JN)
,RETHET, PP, CF w, ZS, YES TAR, X, RES, DT EDS, OSD, RS,UPLUS, RM













































IF (IENTRO.EQ.1) STOP i00
IF(NO_T.EQ.ITHAX) WRITE(5,69)
IF (NOIT.EQ.I[MAX) STUP 20G
IF(XMX.LE.CONVE) _RIT£(b,90)





69 FORMAT (IHI,20X,64H****DIMENSZONAL OUTPUT QUANTITIES ARE IN U.S. S
ITANOARD UNITS*_'_,/}
70 FORMAT (1H1,20X,55H,*_'*DiMENSIUNAL OUTVbT QUANTITIES ARE IN S.I. U
INITS_*_*, I)
71 FDR._AT (2X,3OHFREE STREAS VALUES-DIMENSIJNALpl,SX,SHPT1 -,EI4.b, ZX
I, SHTTI ",EI4.b,2X,SHRTI =,EI4.6_aXtSH PI -_EI4.6_2X_?H TI'_EI4.
2@t2X,SH RI -,EI4.6,/,5X_SH U_ .,EI4.0,2X,SHAAI =_EI4.b_2X,5HXMA -_
3EI4.b_2X,SHREY ",E_4.b,//_2X,28HREFERENCE VALUES-DIMENSIONAL_/,SXj
55HPREF-, EI4.6,2X, 5HT_EF-, EI4.0,2X, 5HRREF-, EI4.6,2X_ 5HUREF', EI4.0_2
6X_7HVISREF-, EI4.6,2X,bHP[K =_EI4.b,//2Xp25HPARAMErER_-NONDIMENSION
7AL_/_SX,SHPIO ",EI4.(_,2X, DHTIO =,EI4.b,2X,SHRIO ",El4.0,/)
72 FORMAT (2X, SHMUE ",EI2.o,2X,5HUE -,EI2.b,2X,SHTE "_EI2.bp2X_SHPE
I "pEI2.6,2X,SHQSJ "pEI2.0_/_2X,SHXAL "pEI2.bs2X_SHXBE "pEI2.@,2X_
25HRE "_E12.6)
73 FOR.IAT (IIIX,__HS..FI4.4,gH PROFILE/)
74 FORMAT (13OH ETA TAUP V GRAD(UIUE) GRAD




ICROCCO, 5X_ 6HPTI PTR, bX, 4HYI_.E, BX, 2HFZ, 9X, 2HTZ, 6X, 7HVORTR EY_.6X_ 5HXLM
2111)
77 FORMAT (12Ell.3)
78 FORMAT (I/4X,3HETA_BX,4HYIYE, TX,4HUIUE, 7X,4HTITE,bX,OHTTITTE,SX,bH
1CROCCO, 5X_.6HPT/P FR, 6X, 4HM/ME, 7x, 5HYPLUS_ 6x_ 5HbPLbS, 6X, 4HuDEF_, 6X, OH
2Vi&EFFI)
79 FORMAT (12X,THS -_E12.5,2X_7HRETHET-_E12.b,2X,THDPEDS -,E12.5,
12X,IHCFW ",EI2.5,ZX_TH_SHK =,El2.5_2X_THYE ",EI2.5_I2X, ?HXI
2 "_.E12.5_,2X, 7HRES "_EI2.5,2X,7HDTEOS "_ EI2.5,2X, 7HQSD -,El2.
35_2X_7HRSHK =,EI2.5_2X,THUTAU "_EI2.5,12X,THRMI ",EI2.5,2X, THP
4E ",E12.5,2X,THOUEOS =,EI2.5,2X,THHD ",EIZ.5,2X,THITRO ",11
52_2X,7HTRFCT ",EI2.5,12X, THZ ",EI2.5,2X, THTE ", EI2.5_.2X_ 7HD
6LTA_T.,E12.5,2X, lHNSTE =,_I2.5,2X,THTWlTTI.,EI2.5,2X,7HYMP -,11
72, 12X, 7HBETA ",E12.5,2×,7HRE ",EI2.5,2X,7_ITHETA .,EI2.5,2X,7HN




80 FORMAT (2X,7HXAc _,EI2.5,2X,7HUE -,EIZ.5,ZX,7HFORM -,E12.Op2
IX,THNUE -,EI2.5,2x, THR_USE -,EIZ.5_2X_THGMEGA -,EIa.5_/2X,THRVWA
2LD-,EI2.5,2X, 7H_E _,El2.5,2X, THTAuO -,Ei2.5_2Xp 7HNUW "_E12.5
3,2_,THDSMXO -, El2.512X, 7_REDELT-, t12.5p2X_THMUE -,EI2.5p2X_ZHCFE
4 =,EI2.5,2X.7HSWANG -,EI2.OpZX,7HVw -,EI2.5_2XpZHRVWAL "_E12.
55 12X, 7HNOITER=, I1 2,2X, 7HERRuR ",E12.5)
8_. FORMAT (/2X,_HHISTARE=,tI2.5_37H MISTAKE-ABSOLUTE VALUE OF I.-PE/
IPIU/IOX,IOOHYL]U naVE I_A[_E Ai_ ERROR IN YOUR INPUT SUCH THAT THE RAT
210 _F STATIC TO T[]TAL PRESSURE I_ GREATER THAN UNITY/IIX_66HERROR
3COULD INVOLVE EITHER OR ALL 01" THE FOLLOWING:XMA_PTI_PE,WAVE//I2X_
_97HTHE PROBAbILItY IS vERY HIGH THAT YL]UR SPECIFIED VALUE OF PE(1)
5 IN SHAM3 iS NOT CbRRECI FDK _IJUR 1,12x,40HSELETED VALUES OF XMA,P
OT1,WAVE IN SNAM2./I,12X,27HPE/PIO CANNuT EXCEED UNITY.I)
82 FORMAT (IHIp 2X, 5_$NAMI, I/, 2X_ 8HIGEOM -pII2_2X, SHXEND =_El2.Ot2Xj
I_HIE -,II2p2X,_HXK -_EI2.Op2X_HDETAI -pEI2.OpZX_8HXMA
Z -,Eli.5, /,2X,SHP[I =, EI2.5_2X_SHTTI _,EI2.5_2X_8HIGAS -,I
312,2X,8HVISIC1 ",£12.5,2X,_HVlSIC2 -,E12.5,2X,BHVIS2CI -_E12.5,/_2
_X,8_VIS2_2 -,EI2._,2X,_HG -,EI2.5,2X,_HR -_EI2.5_2X_8HPR
5 -_ El2.5_ II, 2 _, _HI_[JDY -, II2_2X_SHWAVE -_EI2.5_2X_8HPHII
6-,E12.5_ZX, 6HJ :, II_/, 2X,8HW -_IIZ_2X_BHIENTRD -_I12_/I_2
7X,_H_T I,EI2.5,2X_SHSMXTR =,EI2.5_2X_BHKODVIS =_ II2_2X_BHKTCO
_ -_II2,2X,BHTLQGIH -,EIZ.5,ZX_8HIYINT -,II2,/_2X,BHKODAMP ",I12
9,2X,SHXTI -,EI2.5,2X,OHXT2 -,EI2.5,2X_6HXT3 -_EI2.5_2X_8H
IXT_ -_EI2.5,2X,SHXTb =_EI2.5,_2X_BHXT6 -_ EI2.5_ZX_8HPRT
2 ", E12.5, 2X_ _HK_]DPRT ", II2,2X,SHNUM_I "_II2,2X_HGLAR "_E12.5
k, /_2X, SHPRTAR ,/,(IOEI2._))
B3 FURMAI(/_2X_gHIE_I "_II2_2X,8HPROINC "_EI2.5,2X,BHPRNTINC',EI2.5
1,2X_8HIPRO -,I12_2X,6HIPRNT =_ 112_ 2X_8HNAUXPR[_'_ 112_/_2X_ 8HFT
L "_EI2.5,2X,_'_KC]_E -_ II2,2X_8HKODWAL -_II2,2X,BHVELEDG -,E12o5
I_ 2X,_HCONV -,EIZ.5,2X_HNITMAX -_ _ 12,/, IX, 8HKObUNIT-, I12, 2X,8HIT
2MAX _II2_2X,gHC_NVE =,EI2.5,//_2X_I19HTHIS COhPLETES THE UUTPUT
3 oF $NAMI ,ITH T_E EXCEP[IJN UF PROVAL AND PRhTVAL. THESE VALUES A
_RE PRINTED JUST PRIOR TO TH_,I_2X_22HINITIAL STATION PRINT.)
84 FORMAI(2X,6HPROVAL,/_(IOEI2.5) )
85 F[JR_IAT(2X,6HPRNTVAL ,/,(.LOE12,5))
I*,I35X, IH*,10X,29HVAkL_LE ENTROPY CALCULATIONS_IOX_IH*_I_35X_lH*_I
21X_oHITMAX-_ IS_2X,5HNCJiT=_IS_SX_IH*, 1,35X_IH*_SX,iH*eI_35X_OOH***
************************************************ )
-67 FC]R_AT(I_Zx_b3HPRINT )TA[IONS DESIGNATED IN SNAMI INPUT AND GENERA
1TED _N SETUP,/)
88 FORtIAI(I_?X_I?5HFD_ YI]UR VAKIBLE ENTkOPY CASE (IENTRO-2) THE FIRST
1 PA_S OVER THE B]DY IS EQUIVALENT TO A CONVERGED CUNSTANT ENTROPY(
21ENTRD-i)/,2X,921SOLUrI3_. VARI_LE ENTROPY EFFECTS ARE TREATED IN
3SuaS_UENT PASSES; THAT I_ FOK NOIT-I,2_...)
69 FDR_IAT(/,2X_11?HYgbR VAKI6LE ENTROPY CASE HAS NOT CONVERGED F_R YD
1UR INPUT VALUES JF CONVE AND ITMAX. YOU MUST EITHER INCREASE ITMA
2X,/,2X,bOHO_ REDJC_ YJU_ CJNVERGENCE LEVEL BY INCREASING THE VALUE
3 DF CJNVF.)
90 FOR.'_AT(I,2_,TTHYgUR VARI_LE CASE ENTROPY IS CONVERGED TO YOUR SELE
I_TED INPUT VALdE O_ CONVE.)
91 FORQAT(2X,47HB]UQ3ARY-LAYER SEPARATION INDICATED BY SDLUTION_I_2X_
i2HS-, E12.5_ 2X, 5HT_U_-, E12 .b_ 2X, kHQSD-_E12.5)
74
111i
fAPPENDIX C OF PO'_ --:_At!'i'Y
93 FDRrIAI(IHI,2X,SIi-IFI]K J..l UISP IS &EFINED AS(SEE AIAA PAPER NO. (59-
ibBT} FOLLOWC,,//,_X,41HDI_P=RMI_(-I.+SQRT(I.+2.,_DISP(J.O)IRMI)I),II
2,2X,J.OgHFOR YOUR CURRENT S-STATION DISP(J-O) I_ NEGAI'IVEiALLCJwED)
3AI'_D 2.*DISP(J-'))/R_I L_ LESS THAN -1.(hOT ALLOWED);_I_,2XJ. I12HC{]NSE
4QIJENTLY, THE VALUE PRihli:._ ABOVE IS DISP(J-O) WHERE DISP(J-O) IS TH
9E l'Wb DI_IENSIC)NAL bEFINITION. THE PROBLEM,/,2X,111HNLlRMALLY OCCclRS
6 FOR (1)EXTRENI_LI ' FI_E D_ ',lEAR S-O. i-jR BLU,',IT BODIE,i WHERE RMI IS
/VI:KY _MALL; (2) FLOW OvEk VEKY,/,2X, 110HSLENI.)ER BODY OF REVOLUTION
8(hEEDLE}o THE PR]_3LE_'I IS EASILY SOLVED BY RE_-INE& GRID DISI'RISUTIO
gN. H_WEVER, IF Y]J,/,2X,IOOHARE d_IOT INTERESTE_ lh THE TWZ} ABOVE ME
INTIJNEC) CASES,[G;_I_]RE THiS FIESSAGE AND PRcIBLEM wILL _URE ITSELF_I_2








Subroutine TURBLNT calculates either the eddy viscosity or mixing-length param-
eters required for the transitional and/or turbulent boundary-layer equations. The
flow chart for subroutine TURBLNT is as follows:
I Calculate two-layereddy-viscosity model
TURBULNT
Yes




constant Prandtl number I bar
-"< Return _)<
_f
ICalculate Prandtl numberfrom tabular input data
1
76























ITSp PRTW_ R E_ UE •XNUE_
2p KODVI Sp Ap XBE_ X_ PR_
COMMON /UNIT/ VISIC
1ST, RT1, PlJ, TlJ, R1,U1,
(T3pXL3_FZ3,RATO3pY_EP3pF3pEH3pVARA•VARBpVARCpV
NTpYEDGEjTAUP)
VARB(JK), VARC(JKIp VARD(JK)p VARE(JK)j Y(JK)•
Z3(JK)_ RATD3(JK)p EP3(JK)_ F3(JK)p EH3(JK)_ T_
, GLAR(JI}_ DVT(JIp1)
DVT(I•I)}
KS TR, TLNGTHp TRFAC T_ D IS INC_ XTIp XT2• XT6_ XT3_ XT4• X
J•RMI• EPS_JPDINT_ IEp WWI_WW2_WW3pWW4, WW5_ NEDGE
KODPRT_ PRTp PRTAR_ GL AR• NUMB1, XK
I_ VISIC2_ VIS2CI_ VIS2C?p PTl• TTlt WAVE j.R_,PHIOp DSj,S
AAIp TREF_ VISREFp PESTARpTESTAR•RESTAR•UESTAR•MUE
AUDj QSD_ HD_ UPLUS, DIS P_ PEt Zp TWt QWp RVWAI D_ PROINCp2STARpYESTARpTHETApT
3PRNTINC#ZS•RS





























IF (DAMP.GT,O.gqgq. AND.NDAMP,EO.O) NDAMP'I
VARA(N)'A3t(RATO3(N)**J)#ABS(FZ3(N))/(XL3(N)*T3(N)**3)
VARB(N)-DAMP























OUTER EDDY VISCOSITY LAW
Ep2=I,÷TRFACT*A4*YINTER/(XL3(N)*T3(N)*T3(N))
VARD(N)-EP2
IF (IFC,EQ.I) GO TO 6

















CALCULATE TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER
DD 12 N=2pIE























Subroutine VARENT reads the variable-entropy input (coordinates for shock wave;
see fig. 2), computes the derivatives dRs/dz, and writes the input and derivatives.


















































































Subroutine SOLVE is the main subroutine of program VGBLP wherein the nonsimilar
laminar, transitional, and/or turbulent boundary-layer equations are solved using a
coupled algorithm for the energy and momentum equations. The continuity equatio_ is
solved using the trapezoidal rule. An iterative loop is provided to assure conver-
gence of the system of equations to a preselected value. The flow chart for sub-





Make first guess atprofiles
Set up matrix elements
























1 J,,NI Tp RVWALDp RI_UIp WWI, WW2e WW3e WW4p WWSp XNUE, XK_ EPS, Mp IBODY,, F T)
COMMON ISDLVl/ FI(JK)pF2(JK}eF3(JK)jTI(JK)pT2(JK)eT3(JK)eVl(JK)pV2
I(JK)_V3(JK)j, EP2(JK)p EP3(JK), FZ2 (JK)p FZ3(JK)_ TZ2( JK)eTZ3 (JK}_,XL2 (JK
2 )p XL3 (JK)p XLP;'( JK )j XL P3(JK)j, RATDI( JK)eRATD;_(JK)t RATD3(JK )_,EH2( JK)t
3EH3 (JK)_DRAT01 (JK), DRATO2(JK)t DRATO3(JK), VARA (JK)t VARB( JK)_VARC (JK




DIMENSION XKI(JK)e XK2(JK)e XK3(JKIe XMI(JK)e XM2(JK}e XM3(JK)
THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE COMPLETE B.L. EQUATIONS
SET UP THE BOUNDARY-CONDITIONS
XKI(1)-XK2(1)-XK3(1)-XM2(1)-XM3(1)-O.








IF (NIT.GT.1} GO TO 6




IF (T3(N).LT.O.) WRITE (6e18) T3(N)_N_M
IF (T3(N).LT.O.) T3(N)-.S*(T2(N)+TI(N)]
RATO3(N)'Z_*RATO2(N)-ZS*RATD1(N)
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IF (KODWAL.EQ,I) GO TO 7





















































































































IF (IBDDY.NE.I] GO TO 17











18 FORMAT (2X_12HNEGATIVE T3-_F15.?p2X_2?H REPLACE WITH MEAN OF TlpT2
I_2X_THAT N • jIS_ZX_20H AND AT STATION M • _15)
19 FDRMAT(IIpZXp125HSOLUTION HAS RESULTED IN GENERATION OF NEGATIVE T
1EMRERATURE WHICH CANNOT BE PHYSICALLY ACCEPTED, THIS GENERALLY OCC
2UPS IN THEpI_2X_I25HREGIDN OF ADVERSE PRESSURE GRADIENT AND/OR MAS
3S INJECTION AT WALL BOUNDARY ANDIS AN INDICATION OF BOUNDARY LAYE
4R SEPARATION._I/_2X_118HIF DPEDS IS NEGATIVE AND THERE IS NO MASS
5INJECTION AT THE WALL BOUNDARYp THE PROBLEM IS PROBABLY CAUSED BY
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Subroutine MESH
Subroutine MESH generates the grid in the y-coordinate and obtains the difference





Given: XEND, IE and XK
Compute: n I
Given: XEND, IE and n I
Compute: XK
Compute hi; i = 2,3, .... ,IE
Compute difference- Iquotient coefficients










IGEOM-I SPECIFY ETAMAXj, IEpK #-2 SPECIFY ETAMAXpIEpDETA(1)
IF (K.EO.1.) GO TO 5



































IF (DIF2.GT,O°O0000001) GO TO 3



























Subroutine SIMILAR generates the similar solutions for the boundary-layer equa-
tions at the initial station (6 = 0). The flow chart for subroutine SIMILAR is as
follows:
C SIMILAR

























SUBROUTINE SIMItAR (IE_IGASpXAL_XBEpPR_KDDWALpTW,DTDZW, XK,TRgVIS2C
12,F3_F2_T3,T2_V3_V2_DFDZ_DTDZ_VISpEP_ARGM,OW)
DIMENSION F3(JK)$ F2(JK)_ T3(JK)_ T2(JK)_ V3(JK), V2(JK)_ DFDZ(JK)
I_ DTDZ(JK), VIS(JK)p EP(JK)p E(JK)p F(JK)
COMMON /MESH1/ XN(JK),DN(JK)_YI(JK)_Y2(JK)pY3(JK)_Y4(JK)_Y5|JK)_Y6
I(JK}
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IF (NIT.GT.NITMAX) WRITE (6,15) DIF,NIT
IF (NIT.GT.NITMAX) DIF-O.
IF (DIF.GT.CONV) GO TO 2
ASSIGN PROFILES AT THE PREVIOUS STATION














15 FORMAT (2X_27HTHE ERROR IN WALL SHEAR IS',E15.TeSHAFTER,15eI2HITER
1ATIONS= /)
16 FORMAT (1HO,EOXp26HINITIAL STATION PARAMETERSe/)
17 FORMAT (qXp4OHCONVERGED SELF'SIMILAR SOLUTION REQUIRED, IS, IIHITERA
1TIONS,_/)
18 FORMAT (1HI,20Xe46HSIMILAR SOLUTION REQUIRED TO INITIATE MARCHING,
110H PRDCEDURE, I//p20X_14HPROFILE VALUESe/)





APPENDIX C OF POOR QUALITY
Subroutine TABLE
Subroutine TABLE reads tabular input data for body geometry, pressure distribu-
tion, and wall-boundary conditions. These inputs are nondimensionalized and dis-
tributed to the solution stations designated in the SS array. The flow diagram for
subroutine TABLE is as follows:
TABLE )
/ Read NAMELIST data /
Yes









<Interp°late°' ndItabular valuescorresponding to
computed s values
Compute Idr_ and /dP__
Idz Ji I ds _i
where i = l, 2..... IENDI
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PE(JJ)_ Z(JJ)_ RMI(JJ)_ TW(JJ), S(JJ)_ RVWALD(JJ)_ OW(JJ
ZED(JH)_ RMIDD(JH)p SS(JH)
DVTI(JJj3)j ANSZ(3)
CE (Z_DVTI(I_I))_ (RMIpDVTI(lp2))p (PEeDVTI(1p3))

















IF (KODUNIT,NE,I) GO TO 7



































IF (SS(1).GT.DS÷.OOOOOI.0R.SS(1),LT.DS-.O00001) GO TO 13
IF (SS(2).GT.DS÷.OOOOO1.DR.SS(2),LT.DS-.O00001) GD TO 13
IF (SS(3).GT.DS+.OOOOOI.OR.SS(3}.LT.DS-.O00001) GO TO 13
GO TO 14



















































lq IF (SS(2).NE.O.) DDS-SS(I)-SS(I-I)
DPEDSD-(PD(1)-PD(I-1))/DDS
DRDZ-(RMIDD(1)-RMIDD(I-I))I(ZED(I)-ZED(I-I))


















FORMAT (IXe7HSS(1) -pFq.4_IIXp7HSS(2) ltFq.4tlIXp?HSS(3} -jFg.4tll











FORMAT(IIe2XeI17HTHE FOLLOWING SPOINT VALUES DESIGNATE THE S-COORD
INATE LOCATIONS WHERE THE SOLUTIONS ARE OBTAINED DURING THE S-MARC
2H.ele2XellbHYOUR PRINT STATION MUST AGREE WITH ONE DR MORE OF THE
3SPOINT LOCATIONSI IEt YOU CAN PRINT ONLY AT SOLUTION ST_TIONS.,It2
_Xt113HIF THE C_SE COMPLETES WITH A NORMAL STOP AND NO OUTPUT IS PR
5INTEDe YOUR PRINT INPUT IS IN ERROR. THE ERROR CAN BEele2X_5OHNOTE






Subroutine INUNIT converts the International System (SI) of dimensional input
data to the U.S. Customary System of Units for calculations in the program. The sub-
routine then converts the output data back to the SI System of Units before output.
The flow diagram for subroutine INUNIT is as follows:
ENTRYC INO,IT
Convert NAMELIST input
from SI System to U.S.
Customary System of Units
ENTRYOUTUNIT
J Convert NAMELIST input
from U.S. Customary Systen
to SI System of Units
Convert output at
wall-value stations to
SI System of Units







































PRNTVAL (I) • PRNTVAL ( I)*CC 5
A=A*CC5
U1-UI*CC5



































































Function subroutine INTEGT integrates the continuity equation by the trapezoidal
rule. The flow diagram for function INTEGT is as follows:
C I NTEGT )
Integrate using
trapezoidal rule
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Subroutine SETUP
Subroutine SETUP determines from input where profiles and wall values are to be
printed. The flow diagram for subroutine SETUP is as follows:
SETUP _!
Determine stations to be
printed as given by
input data
<RETURN>
















RESULTS FROM TEST CASES - INPUT/OUTPUT
The input and selected output from each of the test cases is presented in the
following order: (i) VARDIM data; (2) input data for SNAMI, $NAM2, and $NAM3 (note
that $NAM3 data are required only for test case number 4); (3) initial profile
(_ = 0); (4) free-stream and reference values; (5) selected wall-print locations;
(6) selected profile-print locations. It should be noted that (5) and (6) are
selected locations and not all the print locations obtained for the input data. The
selected print values allow users to verify that the software has been correctly
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